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The frustrative is a functional element found in a number of languages which expresses, in its typical use, that an action

did not have its intended consequences, as in the following examples:

(1) Mapudungun (Salas 1992 apud Soto and Hasler 2015)

Katrü-fu-n

cut-frustr-1sg
ñi

1poss
wili

fingernail

[…]

“I cut my fingernails (but they’re still long).”

(2) Chorote

A-lej-a-ta

1sg.act-wash-mom-frustr
ki

det
i-’yu’,

1sg.poss-clothes
¡t’ọjli’!

3.dirty

“I washed my shirt (but) it’s still dirty!’

The semantics of frustratives would be unremarkable (or at any rate no more remarkable than that of lexical expres-

sions such as in vain) were it not for two interactions that frustratives have with other categories. We illustrate these

interactions with Chorote, a Mataguayan language of northern Argentina and western Paraguay.

On the one hand, frustratives interact with aspect, shifting the interpretation from what may be seen above to an

incompletive or so-called “action narrowly averted” sense, as in (3), when overt perfective morphology (mom in the

glosses) is absent.

(3) K’yejli

just_now

a-laki-tye

1sg.act-play-frustr
ja-kya

f-det
pelóta,

ball

ton-a-mẹt.

3.drip-mom-hither
“I was about to/beginning to play ball, but it started raining.”

On the other hand, frustratives are required in the consequent of counterfactual conditionals, as in (4), a construction

that is quite parallel to nonconditional sentence (5):

(4) ’Nes-ta

3.arrive-frustr
ka

comp
’ẹsy-e

3.good-irr
ji-ka

3pos-al
siwálak.

bicycle

“S/he would have arrived if his/her bicycle had worked.”

(5) ’Nes-ta,

3.arrive-frustr
ji-ka

3pos-al
siwálak

bicycle

i-syaj-a.

3-break-p
“I would have arrived, but the bicycle broke.”

In this talk, we propose a semantics for frustratives that takes into account both interactions, and addresses a further

problem for the only explicit proposal for frustratives in the semantic literature (Copley and Harley 2014), namely

that telic predicates with frustratives are not identical in meaning to non-culminating achievements, as pointed out

by Kroeger (2017). The semantics that we propose capitalizes on the fact that three distinct flavors of imperfective

(ongoing, preparatory, and factual) line up with the contextual senses of the frustrative, and adopts the basic framework

for imperfective semantics proposed by Arregui et al. (2014), where such flavors are associated with distinct types of

inertia.
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